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Minutes openMDM-SC-Call 04.12.2019

Participants: Angelika Wittek (PL openMDM-BL), Ulrich Bleicher (BMW), Gert 
Sablon (Siemens), Matthias Ebeling (Daimler), Ralf Nörenberg (HighQSoft), 
Ralph Müller (Eclipse Foundation), Hans-Dirk Walter (Karakun AG)
As guest: Hans-Jörg Kremer (Peak Solutions), Matthias Koller (Peak Solution) 
for openMDM-Demo, and Benjamin Engel (ASAM e.V.)
Excused: Josef Hobelsberger (Müller BBM)
Minutes: Hans-Dirk Walter (Karakun AG)

Demo-Environment

Matthias Koller showed the current state of the demo environment 
(demo.openmdm.org, user: sa, pw: sa). Currently it contains one NVH data 
set. More NVH data and crash-data will follow until next week. The REST-
API documentation can be found here: http://demo.openmdm.org/
org.eclipse.mdm.nucleus/swagger.html.

Gert Sablon mentioned that is not possible to export ATFX-files using the 
ASAM-NVH standard with the current demo environment and asked the SC 
to add this requirement to the backlog for future work.

Introduction of Benjamin Engel and exchange between openMDM and 
ASAM: 

Benjamin Engel from ASAM e.V. introduced himself as one of two Global 
Technology Managers of ASAM. The main focus is currently on simulation 
but he is also interested in a close cooperation with openMDM. Hans-Jörg 
gave a short summary of the „Scenario Labelling“ ideation workshop at the 
ASAM facilities on Monday, 2.12.2019 pointing out that it might be possible 
to use openMDM to store simulation scenarios and simulation data. Finally 
Ralph stressed that a cooperation between openMDM and ASAM has to be 
driven by the working group members not by Eclipse Foundation.

ASAM International Conference

On 10./11: December 2019 ASAM International Conference will take place in 
Dresden. There will be a booth of the Eclipse Foundation’s automotive 
working groups. Once again Ralph asked for support of openMDM 
members participating at the conference. At least Hans-Jörg, Ralf 
(Nörenberg), and Hans-Dirk confirmed their attendance and willingness to 
spend some time at the booth. The demo-environment of topic 1 will be 
shown at the conference and the working group members could help to 
explain it to the audience.
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4. Status Dev Team, Release plan

Angelika and Matthias are currently spending approximately one day per 
week working on openMDM. This has to be taken into consideration for the 
scope of upcoming milestones and releases. Due to the preparation 
activities for the ASAM conference (flyer and demo environment) the 
milestone release 5.10 is postponed until January 2020.


